
On Traditional Anarchism

There  is  a  main  difference  between  modern  anarchism  and  what  is  defined  as
protoanarchism (early  forms of  anarchism) or  erroneously  Individualist  anarchism or
worst Christian anarchism. It seems that anarchism is the main ideology and there are
minor groups within it which have slightly different points of departure. I think that this
has to be reconsidered especially in view of the so called protoanarchic movements.

More  specifically  I  mean  that  there  has  been  thousand  of  years  of  anti-autocratic
movements around the world. There has been Taoism, Cynicism, Stoicism, Gnosticism,
Transcendentalism.  All  these  so  called  more  or  less  protoanarchic  movements  have
more  or  less  advocated  for  the  individual  as  the  main  point  of  departure.  As  this
individual finds his or her way to live according to his or her own nature, he or she can
more  or  less  be  ready  to  govern  him or  herself  or  his  or  her  community.  Modern
anarchism thus is only a recent and short lived movement that has been advocating the
bypassing of this starting point, meaning the recovering of one's own nature.

Anarchism claims that people themselves (or better the working class proletariat) have
already this ability, they are already ready to associate themselves and collaborate. This
goes quite much against the bottom up view presented from the founder of Stoicism,
Zeno of Citium. Now Zeno apparently wrote his republic against the top down vision of a
republic enforced by Plato where the political authorities become an elite of well bred
and educated people. Stoicism opposes and to some degree makes fun of this idea, a
modern idea as well which sees in scholars and scientists good governors while in fact
also  the  very  Bakunin  has  amply  scorned  this  idea  saying  that  a  governance  of
bourgeoisie intellectuals will result in yet another form of dictatorship. This academic
and pseudo scientific elite will be  in fact very far from reality and the people.  

Unfortunately there is not much preserved of all these anti-autocratic writings. The so
called "protoanarchists" (Taoists, Stoics, Cynics etc.) did not perhaps want to loose too
much time in academic-like, and comfortable (bourgeoisie?) activities. Also it is never in
the interest of any governments and their institutions to maintain such philosophical
thought. In fact they, the establishment must get rid of it, destroy any anti-governance
evidence and exile its perpetrators (think of the anti-war and Jesus-like Roman stoic
Gaius  Musonious  Rufus  exiled by emperor  Nero  to the inhospitable  Greek island of
Gyaros). In general also if anti-autocracy philosophers were not eliminated they often
opted for self-exiled (think of Lao Tzu disappearing in the wild). 

In  short for  thousand of  years  anti-autocracy philosophies have advocated to pretty
much start from one self. Only two or so centuries ago anarchism claimed along with



other socialist movements that it is not necessary to do (too metaphysical? too selfish?).
It is only necessary not to be a middle class man or woman trained to serve the state.
Thus in the modern anarchist ideology one is either a manual worker (the one who has
natural instinct to organize) or a worker who puts his or her brain at the service of the
state (the one who is completely derailed and incapable to be independent). In this type
of classification one category is missing and that is that of the intellectual worker who
does not put his or head at the service of the state.

Now Bakunin, in his thinking about a social insurrection, has a solution for the brain
workers who refuses to put their head at the service of the state. They should put their
heads at the service of the manual workers and enable them to associate themselves
and in the end take the upper hand against the oppressing state and its bureaucratic
class. In this, the worker dedicating his or her brain for the cause of the manual workers
does not in any way have to take the lead or become a leader or the authority guiding
this powerful mass of oppressed people.

Maybe this assumption ought to be reconsidered. In what I would here call Traditional
Anarchism, the departure of living according to nature automatically brings the person
who  follows  it  to  become  the  perfect  anarchist,  or  rather  the  perfect  and  most
independent type of individual. Not only he or she will have to learn to use his or her
hands to survive. I mean he or she, in pursuing his or her nature is forced to do so
because he or she will automatically become an outcast with little or zero social credits.
Yet he or she will also have to use his or her brain to survive as well as reflect about his
or her condition, unwilling to be enslaved, refusing commodities and living a frugal life
in this pursuit.

Two hundred years ago was a different story. In too many parts of the world and even in
the west there was no slavery but the majority of the population lived like slaves. Think
of the misery of the Latin and Slavic races, the poverty in little Italian or Spanish or
Polish villages a misery that was omnipresent. Now this misery is far reduced but at the
expenses of natural resources that are quickly getting if not consumed compromised. In
this  moment of  limbo and of  realization that  machines and automated technologies
might not in fact do our job without any toil, in a moment in which we has humans are
getting outsourced and our very human nature is also becoming exploited for capitalist
purposes,  it  perhaps  does  make  more  sense  to  go  the  traditional  way,  the  way  of
detaching from these new mechanisms and recover our own individual nature.

I think to some degree this is already happening. Governance demands more and more
from us and for their economic schemes and more and more people are opting out of it
and a constant need of new human lives is needed, fed by solidarity masked schemes of



mass  immigration  or  simply  of  alteration  of  our  natures  so  as  to  comply  with  the
capitalist driven governmental machine we live in. No doubt our nature is being lost in
the process and no doubt we ought to drag ourselves out of it, not like diseased people
who have to heal themselves and do leisure activities to destruct us from the truth, the
truth of having our brain outsourced as the udders of stable cows. 

We ought to stand up individually and pursue our own scheme of recovery of our own
nature.  This  is  now very clear.  What  governance is  setting up for  us  is  suicidal  and
cannot be otherwise. Yes it will  try to hinder to some degree the way resources are
consumed yet the only way to regenerate our nature as well as the nature around us
starts from our own selves and certainly not from obeying such top down schemes and
certainly  not  by  trying  to  recreate  small  forms  of  governance  in  our  own  local
environments.

We ought not in other words to be too literal about it. We ought to give in our own
nature, be proactive with it and from there develop it into a hot head monster ready to
stand up against the cold monster any state or any institution above is no matter its
underlying ethics. We ought not to take up any of the religious and mystical superstions
of a sort of a hippy type of living. We ought to individually develop our own personal
sciences, the science that a most dedicated self-examination can provides us with.

Only the very discipline we conceive to examine our own selves and the environments
around us, only this bottom up science, only the method that our own instinct dictate us
is the way leading ourselves out of the framework captivating us. Revolution starts from
here,  starts  from following this  path and become fully  conscious,  a living statement
against any form of autocracy.  Any man or woman who pursue a path of becoming
through  constant  observation  aware  of  his  or  herself  in  respect  to  his  or  her  own
environment  cannot  but  become  the  most  realized  and  accomplished  and  mature
anarchist to oppose to the forms of violent anarchism for which anarchists are known
for, the sort of rage and fanaticism that some philosophers would see as the worst of
vices and others as just a weapon to have at hand to use, certainly not to abuse. 

So it is that in this essay I have attempted to broaden up the limited prosective that
modern  anarchism offers,  bringing  it  more into  a  philsophical  light,  not  that  of  the
modern academic like and sophist philosphers so mcu despised by all protoanarchic and
anarchic thinking, but a more precarious and nomadic and underground and outcasted
type of philosophy that does not want to be confined to limiting definition and minor
subgroups (Christian and Individualist) but wants to instead broaden up both historically
and both geographically, enabling the new anarchists to set off in the roads of their
empire to manifest by also fully manifesting their own nature, by fully turning into active



souls.

I have decided then to put this sort of trend of departing from one's own nature not as a
subgroup of anarchism, but rather to subdivide anarchism in modern and traditional.
Modern anarchism sets out to manifest its discontent against  the high up authority,
traditional  anarchism  which  enables  individuals  to  fully  manifest  their  nature  and
become authorities of their own selves at the very bottom, rejecting to go up on any
hierarchy,  fighting  for  their  survival  and  eventually,  in  the  blossoming  of  their
automaton coming to create a lot of discomfort for the establishment. My life pursue
has been an example of this.


